Introduction:
Relief Program for Earthquake Victim
Year 2015 brings unforgettable memories for the people of Nepal. A massive earthquake of 7.8
magnitude strike the mountain nation on April 25 only 48 miles away northwest from the capital
city Kathmandu leaving thousands of people dead and injured, thousands of landmarks, house
and apartments has been ruined, landslides, floods and many more disasters. The heritage
landmarks such as Dharhara, Kathmandu Durbar Square, Lalitpur Durbar Square, Bhaktapur
Durbar Square, Swyabhunath has been totally destroyed.
Before the Nepalese citizens overcome from the disaster, one more strike of 7.3 magnitudes hit
the nation on 12th of May at 12:50 pm making epicenter on boarder between Chilanka Village of
Dolakha District and Kodari Village of Sindhupalchowk District. Nearly 32 districts are directly
affected with this natural disaster out of which the capital city including Sindhupalchow,
Dolakha, Dhading gone through complete devastation. Till the date of the report the death count
reach to 8631 letting more than 15000 injured, almost all of the education centers, health centers,
public blocks, private buildings etc. are destroyed after the hit. Millions of people are force to
live on the open space away from their sweet homes, they don’t have proper food to eat, don’t
have access to proper sanitation leads to live far away from the basic needs of life.
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Objectives/Aims:
At the situation of the natural disaster, with the support
of international partner TIFA(Toyonaka International
Friendship Association ), HANDS Nepal co-ordinate a
Medical Aid Campaign to the earthquake victims in
association with Youth Care Nepal, AMDA Japan
Emergency Team, Nepal Army, at one of the highly
affected area named Kadambass Village Development
Committee of Sindhupalchowk District.

Due to the continuous aftershocks of the earthquake a kind of psychological issues had been seen
in the victims. For the proper relief effort to overcome from the psychological trauma, the team
(TIFA & HANDS) has arranged a professional counselor in association with Youth Care Nepal.

Financial Aid Campaign:
As a part of the Earthquake Relief Campaign the Team of
HANDS arranges a financial aid to the earthquake victim on
21st May 2015.
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